Following are eleven study schemes. The schemes are placed in chronological order with the picture that put emphasis on the west side placed first and the picture that puts emphasis on the east side placed second.
The pool and auxiliary gym roofs were extended over the ramps and continued up until it intersected the roof of the lobby.
The roof over the ramps were extended over the lobby roof to provide skylights. The roof on the main gym was sloped to match the slope on the side elements. The raised roof over the diving pool was extended passed the side wall.
The end walls were angled to respond to the pedestrian circulation pattern. The lobby areas were shaped to respond to the different receiving patterns. The roof over the diving pool was sloped to give the divers a more comfortable feeling.
The roof over the main gym was double notched to remove the massiveness and give it balance. The north entrance was angled to collect people better. The visiting team's entrance was notched into the east wall.
On the south end, I tried to separate the spectator's entrance from the student's entrance to the locker room. A sloped roof was placed over the student lounge on the west side.
On the north end, I tried to define the visiting team's entrance and make a large area to collect spectators from the campus.
Both lobbies were squared to see if the pedestrian circulation could be altered. The student lounge was moved to the north-west corner of the building.
Both entrances were shaped to respond to the receiving patterns. The roof over the student lounge was moved over the wrestling area. The student lounge was lowered a half story.
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